
 

Product Development Engineer 

 

Brady an international manufacturer and marketer of complete solutions that identify and 

protect premises, products and people, is looking for a seasoned and passionate Product 

Development Engineer. To learn more visit: http://www.bradycorp.com 

 

This job is a full-time position and is based in Zele (Belgium). You will be part of an 

international team working for markets in Europe, the Middle East and Africa and you will 

report to the Strategic Projects & Sourcing Manager. 

 
About the job: 
As a Product Development Engineer, you will: 

 Will be a member of the DAT (Day After Tomorrow) Team, a team that creates DAT innovations 

and drives strategic projects. 

 Your main responsibilities include development, engineering, realization (defining the 

production specifications) and optimization of the manufacturing capabilities. You define a 

product road map based on customer requirements including a development plan and the 

technical realization of these products. 

 You will also re-design and value-engineer existing competitive products into custom innovative 

Brady producible products with strategic accounts. 

About you: 
There is more than one way to the perfect fit – here are some of the ideal things: 

 You achieved a degree in electronic engineering;  

 You have experience in engineering, developing products, project management,… 

 You have at least 5 years of expertise in a similar position or expertise in the label and / or 

printing industry; 

 You know how to get results in a multidisciplinary team and how to enthusiase your 

colleagues; 

 You are a reliable partner for your (internal) customers. 

 Your self planned travel time will be around 10-25% 

 
About (Y)our team 
The DAT team is a newly created team responsible for the development and realization of 
radical innovation and long term strategic initiatives.  The team is working multidisciplinary 
amongst technical developments and machinery integrations, new manufacturing design, niche 
markets business development, sales enablement, strategic sourcing and acquisition scouting 
and cultural change. 
 
What we promise you: 



 

Brady is an inspiring place to work at. You will be part of a team of professionals, all driven by a 
desire to innovate and to always improve. Brady offers a challenging environment encouraging 
out of the box thinking. As such, next to developing new concepts, there is room to re-invent 
the daily business fitting the varying team competences. Join us and let’s build, develop and 
change the future!  
 
What’s next? 
Send an email, with your CV and a short introduction, to valerie_ommeslag@bradycorp.com  and 
you will hear from us.  
Looking forward! 
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